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ABSTRACT 
We know that in Covid-19 Situation individual to individual contact how much risky for the specialist, 

medical staff and patient. Specialists are normally expected to work at each medicalclinic and crisis focus every 

so often. Be that as it may, it isn't attainable for each specialist to be accessible at each spot at wanted time. To 

assist with settling this issue we here foster a Virtual Doctor Robot that permits a specialist to essentially move 

around any clinic room andconverse with patient. This paper depicts the advancing job of mechanical 

technology in medical care and control of the spread of the Covid illness 2019 (COVID- 19). The heavenly 
utilization of such robots is to restrict individual to-individual contact and to ensure support in clinical 

facilities. This will achieve restricting the presence risk to clinical staff and experts playing a working position 

in the organization of the COVID-19 pandemic. This robot gives aton of benefits for specialists some like as: 

Doctors can move around in activity theatres. Specialists can see clinical reports remotely through video calls. 

Specialists can move around in different rooms. The specialist can use an IOT based board to control the robot. 

The control orders sent online are gotten by the robot controller. The robot controller works over Wi-Fi web. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Headway of innovation has permitted this age to utilize a little form of current things. Through this 

progression, virtual specialist mechanical framework happens into it for individual medicalcare and clinical 

mindfulness. Specialist are normally expected to work at each medical clinic and crisis focus once in a while. 

However, it isn't attainable for each specialist to be accessible at each spot at wanted time. The issue with video 

calling is that video calls ought to be done from a PC or PC on a workspace. This restricts the specialist’s ability 

to see patient or around activitytheatre voluntarily or even travel through emergency clinic rooms depending on 

the situation. To assist with settling this issue we here foster a virtual specialist robot that permits a specialistto 

essentially move around at a far-off area voluntarily and even converse with individuals at distant area as 

wanted. This robot gives a ton of benefit for specialist: 

● Specialist capacity to be at wherever whenever. 

● Specialists can move around in activity theatres. 

● Specialists can move around the patient effortlessly. 

● Specialists can see clinical reports remotely through video calls. 
 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The primary goal of this project is to offer medical services to poor in mobile areas in the state in effective 

manner. The main object is to reduce the human effort in treating the patients. People in villages and mobile 

areas do not stand a chance to get treated by a medical expert who lives in cities. A recorded voice and a display 

instruction the patient to be sit near to the Specialists and instruction to tell the type of disease in a codded from. 
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Figure1. How to reduce contact 

 

III. REQUIREMENTS OF ROBOTS IN HEALTHCARE 

Robots designed for use in healthcare and medical have stringent cleaning requirement as theymust be 

free of germs and microbes which can spread communicable and contagious diseases to other patients. There 

are some Requirement like as- Control and Dexterity, Sterilization, Operator Safety, Easy of handling and 

Maintenance, Power Requirement, Cost Robots not only help physicians and medical staff to carry out complex 

and precise tasks but also lower their workload thus improving the overall healthcare facilities. The framework 

utilizes a mechanicalvehicle with 4-wheel drive for simple route. The robot also consolidates a controller box for 

equipment and a mounting to hold a cell or tablet. The compact or tablet is used to hold live video calls. The 

expert can use an IOT based board to control the robot. The control orders sent online are gotten by the robot 
controller. The robot controller works over Wi-Fi web. The got orders are gotten consistently and the robot 

motors are attempted to achieve the ideal advancement orders. Similarly, the root has various limits including 

battery status watchfulness to assist with recollecting battery charging on time. 

 

 
Figure2.Front View of Virtual Doctor Robot 

Figure3. How to Contact Specialists with patient 
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IV. APPLICATIONS 

We used robots in Covid19 management, assisted surgery, rehabilitation, elderly care and prosthetic. 

 

Figure4. Some Notable Applications of Robot 

 

V. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

Clinical robots help with a medical procedure, smooth out emergency clinic coordinated factors, and 

empower suppliers to concentrate on patients. Robots in the clinical field are changing the way that medical 

procedures are performed, smoothing out supply conveyance and sanitization, and saving time for suppliers 

to draw in with patients. Clinical robot market is relied upon to acquire market development in the figure time 

of 2022 to 2028. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Our nation has an incredible history in giving clinical office for minimal price. This can be extended to 

mobile areas also by innovation technology. It Create a great impact on the societyand the health industry will 

drastically depends on bio- medical electronics. The lives of people are changing every day and expecting a 

technological innovation to help them solving their issues. Health Robotics enables a high level, of patient care, 

efficient process. In clinical setting,and a safe Environment for both patient and patients and health worker. 
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